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TRADEMARKS AND DESIGNS
We provide wide ranging and comprehensive legal services in relation to trademarks and
designs. Our comprehensive services include advisory, prosecution, watch, opposition,
appeals, enforcement, litigation and transactional services on all aspects of trademarks
and designs including registration and enforcement strategies, IP due diligences as well as
availability searches and clearance opinions.
We are authorised to represent clients before civil and criminal courts, and court of cassation
as well as all administrative authorities such as Turkish Patent and Trademark Authority
(“TÜRKPATENT”), customs, domain name authorities. Some of our lawyers are also qualified
as trademark and patent attorneys authorised to act before the TÜRKPATENT.
We regularly handle nullity and invalidity, cancellation, well-known trademark protection,
anti-dilution, passing off, unfair competition and trade dress actions and large scale damages
claims before courts as well as customs seizure applications and criminal and civil searches
and seizures.
Combining our litigation, transaction and industry knowledge we draft, negotiate
trademark and design related agreements and transactions including, manufacturing, tollmanufacturing, co-existence, co-promotion settlement and licensing agreements.
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Key Developments and Predictions for Trademark Law in Turkey
2021 has been a year during which the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on business have started
to fade away. Lockdowns and travel restrictions were lifted, and business reverted to normal to the
extent possible by keeping best practices such as working remotely and meeting virtually.
The authorities and courts involved in registering and protecting the enforcement of trademarks
have also started to resume their routine practice.
Turkish Patent and Trademark Office (“TURKPATENT”) continued its operations during the year
without an interruption through its e-filing system called EPATS and its e-notification system called
ETEBS while the employees have also started working from their offices.
The employees of enforcement authorities, the police, and customs officials have also returned
to their usual by utilising digital means and other measures. However, while it was possible to file
complaints and seek search and seizure decisions before the courts on duty, the unavailability of
criminal judges and prosecutors, and the heavy workload of the police due to the pandemic, caused
an issue for the brand owners combatting against counterfeiting. For these reasons, it was difficult
to organise raid actions until recently.
Also, all courthouses continued to operate across the country. Oral hearings were held as usual
during the year, and some courts expanded the practice of remote hearings.
This paper is a compilation of our articles on various topics of trademark law that we deem important
for brand owners, which we have developed over the last year.
This paper provides an overview of the following topics:
•

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) and Trademarks

•

Jurisdiction in Online Infringement of IP Rights

•

Supervisory Power of the Court of Cassation

•

Dilemma Over Well-Known Trademark Registry Continues in Turkey

•

Is VR+ a Trademark or a Generic Name?

•

Turkish Patent and Trademark Office Updates Trademark Examination Guidelines

•

Leveraging Civil and Criminal Routes in Trademark Infringement Cases

•

Alternative Remedy for Anticounterfeiting: Complaint Before Advertisement Board

•

IP Rights Also Protect Public Health and Safety

•

The Role of Informed User and Freedom of Choice in the Assessment of Individual Character
of a Design
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Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) and Trademarks
Non-Fungible Token (NFT), which we have

In addition, many companies have started

heard more often since the beginning of

to sell their virtual products bearing their

2021, is a digital asset that uses blockchain

trademark as NFT to meet the rising demands

technology

within

for NFT and operate in the digital market and

Ethereum. NFT is a digital token that cannot

virtual universes (metaverse). For example,

be exchanged or replaced and may represent

Gucci branded bags were created as NFT2,

many tangible objects in the real world, such

and NFTs representing virtual game items

as songs, artworks, GIFs, virtual game items,

featuring the Burberry3 brand were sold.

and

mostly

operates

videos, cartoons. NFT is technically not the
asset itself, whereas it is a metadata file that
contains the unique combination of Token ID

a crucial role in combating counterfeiting as it

and contract address.

is a metadata file that authenticates physical

NFT is highly preferred, especially in the

because it is recorded on the blockchain.

products and ensures transaction security

art community, because it functions as a
digital certificate/registry through blockchain
technology,

thus

providing

transaction

security, and it allows transactions to be
carried out quickly and without any central
authority in the digital environment.
NFT purchasers mostly want to have a unique
digital asset with a collector’s mind and use it

Therefore, NFT has begun to be seen as a new
market for trademark owners and a powerful
tool to combat counterfeiting.
On the other hand, it is seen that various
disputes have started to arise in terms of
NFTs created by people that are not real right
holders and without the permission of the

as an investment tool.

trademark owners.

NFT has started to gain a seat in the

The conflict between Hermes and Mason

trademark field and every other field. In fact,
we have recently seen that applicants have
started to add NFTs to the scope of the goods
and services on which they want to register
their trademarks. For example, McDonald’s
has added “downloadable multimedia files
containing artwork, text, audio and video files
and non-fungible tokens.” to the scope of its
new trademark application.
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Trademark owners think that NFT will also play

Rothschild is one of the recent disputes. In
the dispute, Mason Rothschild converted the
well-known Birkin bags of Hermes into NFT,
although he did not have the authorisation
and permission in this regard, and offered
them for sale on the OpenSea platform under
the name “MetaBirkins”.4 Hermes did not
remain silent against the relevant uses and
filed a lawsuit against Mason Rothschild on
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the grounds of trademark infringement and

A dispute based on NFT and trademark law

dilution of the trademark based on the well-

has not been encountered yet in Turkey, nor

known Birkin trademarks.5 The relevant case

has any legislation specific to such digital

is still pending before the New York Federal

assets yet been established. However, as in the

Court.

rest of the world, trademark owners in Turkey

In another similar dispute, Nike filed a lawsuit
against a marketplace platform called StockX
because the NFTs that StockX offered for sale
were associated with the names and images of
the Nike products, claiming that its trademark
rights were violated.6 Nike stated that they
did not make an agreement with StockX
regarding the conversion of its products to
NFT, and these NFTs can be understood as
a collaboration between Nike and StockX.
Therefore, Nike claims that this may be
misleading as to the origin of the products,
causing an unfair exercise of Nike’s trademark
rights and unfairly damaging its reputation.7

need more certainty about how they will form
their strategies in terms of this developing
technology.In this context, including NFTs
in the scope of the goods/services list while
filing trademark applications can eliminate
the uncertainties experienced in this direction
and make the trademark protection clearly
applicable on such assets.In addition, in the
current situation where legal regulations have
not been made for such digital assets, it may
be beneficial to consider these digital assets
in transfer, license and other transactions and
to include them explicitly in the scope, at least
in terms of contracts and legal transactions
that will subject the trademark rights.

The developments in these pending lawsuits
will guide us in the coming days about the
relationship between trademark law and
NFTs, the issue of how to handle NFTs in
terms of intellectual property rights, and how
the current intellectual property regulations
will find application in terms of these rapidly
developing

technologies

that

are

not

regulated yet.

https://hypebeast.com/2022/2/mcdonalds-trademark-applications-enter-the-metaverse-nft-announcement
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/market/gucci-nft-auction-christies-1234594632/
3
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2021/08/04/british-fashion-brand-burberry-releases-first-nfts/
4
https://www.thefashionlaw.com/hermes-names-metabirkins-creator-in-trademark-lawsuit/
5
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/outcome-of-hermes-claim-against-5484924/
6
https://www.theverge.com/2022/2/10/22925252/nike-stockx-shoe-lawsuit-vault-nft-trademark-infringement
7
https://www.retail-insight-network.com/news/nike-stockx-lawsuit/
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Jurisdiction in Online Infringement of IP Rights
Jurisdiction in the case of online infringement

Article 156 of the Turkish IP Code, titled

of intellectual and industrial property rights

“Commissioned and competent court”, states

has always been a subject of discussion

that: “in legal proceedings to be instituted

in Turkish practice. While the claimants

against third parties by the owner of industrial

suffering from the violation of their rights

property rights, the competent court shall

mostly presuppose that online infringement

be the court of the place where the plaintiff

takes place anywhere in Turkey, so there shall

is domiciled or where the action violating the

be no geographical boundary on seeking

law has taken place or where the effects of this

their rights, the parties accused of violation

action are observed.”

generally rely on the general jurisdiction rules
in the civil procedures and assert that such
actions shall be filed before the courts in the
defendant’s residence.

Following

this

provision,

evaluated

that

the

online

the

claimant

infringement

effects are observed anywhere in Turkey and
therefore decided to file the action in Ankara.

The Regional Court of Appeal in Ankara issued
a remarkable decision in 2021 concerning the
jurisdiction in online infringement cases. It
principally took sides with the parties alleging
trademark infringement by ruling that the
trademark owner may initiate a court action
against the infringer anywhere in Turkey in
case of online infringement of a registered

However, the defendant, a resident in
Istanbul, claimed that the IP Court of Ankara
did not have jurisdiction in this case; instead,
the IP Court in Istanbul has it. The defendant
relied and focused on the first part/option
in Article 156/3 of the IP Code, stating that,
in the actions to be filed in the name of

trademark.

IP right holders against third parties, the

In that specific case, the claimant was a foreign

the plaintiff is domiciled, in conjunction with

company with a trademark registered in Turkey

the complementing Article 156/4 setting

and was willing to terminate the defendant’s

out that, where the plaintiff is not domiciled

infringing

trademark

in Turkey, the competent court shall be that

infringement action. Because the defendant

of the place where the business premises

committed the infringement through its

of the recorded agent of the trademark(s)

website and actual use, the claimant chose

of the plaintiff is located. Referring to these

to initiate the infringement case before the IP

provisions, the defendant asserted that the

Court of Ankara, relying on the fact that the

claimant is not domiciled in Turkey and the

impact of the online infringement was also felt

recorded trademark agent for the claimant’s

in Ankara and, in fact, anywhere in Turkey.

trademarks is located in Istanbul; therefore,

competent court is that of the place where

acts

through

a

the action should have been filed in Istanbul.
4
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The Ankara IP Court found the defendant’s
plea lawful and ruled that it did not have
jurisdiction to hear this case by reasoning that
Online infringement

the defendant was based in Istanbul and the
registered trademark agent of the trademark
The Court where the
infringement takes
place

owner was also located in Istanbul.

The Court where the
impact of the
infringement is
observed

The Court where the
plaintiff is domiciled

Upon further discussion, the Regional Court
of Appeal returned the case to the IP Court of
Ankara by founding that the Ankara IP Court
had jurisdiction and should have heard the
case on the merits because the infringement
also occurred online and therefore, the impact
of such infringement could be felt in Ankara
(and, in fact, anywhere in Turkey). Following
this procedurally final and binding decision,
the Ankara IP Court resumed its examination
and continued to hear the case on the merits.
So

the

Regional

acknowledged

that

Court
in

case

of
of

Appeal
online

infringement of a trademark, the trademark
owner is authorised to initiate a court action
against the infringement anywhere in Turkey.
Accordingly, the trademark owner has the

If the claimant has no domicile in Turkey and
decides to choose the third option, then
Article 156/4 will apply, and the competent
court will be that of the place where the
business premises of the recorded trademark
agent is located and, if the record of the agent
has been deleted, that of the place where the
Turkish IP Office headquarters is located.
The Regional Court of Appeal decision
confirmed that the trademark owner is not
expected to strictly follow the order outlined
in Article 156/3 but is entitled to choose one of
the three options, irrespective of such order.

option to file the action before the court of

We believe that this decision encourages the

the place where:

brand owners domiciled abroad to sue for

•

the infringing action takes place; or

•

the impact of the infringing action is
observed; or

•

the plaintiff is domiciled.

trademark infringement and seek protection
for their trademarks with less burden in case
of online infringement. Furthermore, it is
noteworthy that this rule does not apply
only to trademarks but is also valid in case
of online infringement of other industrial and
intellectual property rights.

5
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Supervisory Power of the Court of Cassation
Before the establishment of regional courts

Within this context, we observed in many

of appeal, the Court of Cassation (“CoC”),

disputes

the highest court of the Turkish judicial

Chamber has carried out its own assessment

system, used its judicial power as a review of

in numerous cases on matters related to

expediency by examining the merits of the

the merits of the case, such as the similarity

case, as required by the binary justice system.

of trademarks, the similarity of goods/

In the new period following 2016, when the

services, relevant consumer group, the well-

regional courts of appeal began to operate,

known status of trademarks, unfairly taking

the primary duty assigned to the CoC is to

advantage from a well-known status of an

act as a court of precedents.Even though the

earlier trademark and damaging distinctive

regional courts of appeal started to operate

character and reputation of the same,

in 2016, the leading motive underlying the

registration of a trademark in bad faith, the

enactment of Law No. 5235 on Establishment,

capability of trademarks for registration; by

Competences and Duties of the First Instance

ignoring the findings in the expert reports,

Courts and the Regional Courts of Appeal in

obtained from expert panels as well as the

2004 was actually a transition from a binary to

initial assessments made by the first instance

a triple justice system and served the purpose

courts and regional courts of appeal.

of ensuring that the CoC acts as a court
of precedents. This purpose is worded as
follows, “Decisions taken by the first instance
courts shall be examined by regional courts
of appeal for substantiation and compliance
with laws, and by the Court of Cassation
solely to comply with laws. The Court of
Cassation should retain its function as a court
of precedents.”
During 2018-2019, particularly in various
reversing decisions rendered by the 11th
Civil Chamber of the CoC in disputes related
to trademark law, we have seen that it acted
like inferior courts and examined cases and
passed judgments in a manner at odds with
its position as a supreme court or a court of
precedents.
6

between

2018-2019,

that

the

However, as of the end of 2019, the Chamber
issued remarkable decisions, where it acted as
a court of precedents, showed the approach
expected from it, and held decisions that
guide the inferior courts to apply the law
correctly.
For example, in a decision dated 16.12.2019
related

to

a

case

of

declaration

and

prevention of trademark infringement and
unfair competition carried out through the
website, the 11th Civil Chamber set aside
the decision of the Court of First Instance in
which the latter decided to dismiss the case
on the grounds that the decision of whether
or not the relevant content constitutes
trademark infringement requires a separate
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judicial evaluation; by evaluating that in

for the invalidity of the latter trademarks if the

order to be able to mention of the liability

conditions in the relevant rule of law would be

of compensation against hosting providers

met, and if those conditions would occur, how

who are not content providers, it is required

they would occur and returned the file to the

that they should know that the content they

inferior courts for a retrial.

provide hosting service for is against the
law, and for this, they should be warned in
advance by the right holders and the right
holders are required to demonstrate their
paramount rights with sufficient evidence to
fulfill the burden of plausible proof, but in the
present case, since there is an allegation that
the defendant has not removed the relevant
content despite the warning of the plaintiff,

As can be seen in both of its decisions, the
CoC correctly determined which aspects of
the proceedings performed by the inferior
courts were incorrect or incomplete and held
decisions of reversal by simply guiding them
in the right way, without replacing itself with
the inferior courts, and without forming the
decision on their behalf or dictating it to them.

the file shall be sent to the Court of First
Number of the Files Before the Civil
Courts of Intellectual And Industrial
Rights, Turkey, 2016-2020

Instance for the retrial of its decision held with
insufficient examination and incorrect grounds

Number of Reversed Cases
636

and for the evaluation of the defendant’s

infringement and unfair competition.
In another decision dated 03.03.2021 in a case
regarding the invalidity of the trademark and

2016

409
240

325

not the content itself constitutes trademark

533

responsibility in the subject of whether or

2017

2018

2019

2020

Source: Judicial Statistics 2020, Republic of Turkey, Ministry of Justice

the request of non-pecuniary damage, the
11th Civil Chamber determined that a major
part of the evidence submitted to the file

However,

about the well-known status of the trademark

regulations and intended purpose of the

as

required

by

the

relevant

relied upon in the case is after the protection

system, the CoC’s appellate examination shall

date of the trademarks subject to the

be limited to a legality examination and, in

invalidation request. The Chamber decided

our opinion, technical aspects, such as the

to set aside the decision on the grounds of

assessment of whether the involving parties’

the incomplete evaluations on whether or not

trademarks are similar, the trademark subject

the well-known status obtained subsequently

to a case is well-known, and whether the

to the protection date can constitute a ground
7
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goods and services covered by the subject

the regional courts of appeal as a legal remedy

matter trademarks are similar shall legally fall

is to ensure that the CoC puts the material law

outside the scope of the authority granted to

examination aside to examine the legitimacy

the CoC and examination of legality.

of decisions and to establish stare decisis, as

Since the legal resources required for passing
a judgment at the appeal stage are provided
to regional courts of appeal according to the
current triple justice system, while regional
courts of appeal may conduct an examination
on the merits of the case and pass judgment,
the appeal stage before the CoC is devoid of

“It is seen that establishment of regional
courts of appeal has become a necessity to
perform the duty of appellate examination to
preserve the Court of Cassation’s position as
a court of precedents, as well as to ensure the
safe and quick conclusion of proceedings.”

such capability, from our point of view. Indeed,

If the legitimacy examination will also be

as widely accepted in the doctrine, we agree

interpreted to mean examination on the

with the general opinion that the decisions

merits, in other words, if the CoC will focus on

rendered by inferior courts about a dispute

the facts within the context of the examination

shall be examined at the appeal stage, solely

of legitimacy, and believes that an erroneous

in respect of its compliance with the law, and

decision has been passed with respect to the

a reversing decision may not be passed by

merits of the case, then it is our opinion that

substituting inferior courts, performing an

the CoC should render a reversal decision

examination on their behalf, and ruling out

that would reveal, to a certain extent, which

the discretionary power vested in specialised

rule of law has been improperly implemented,

courts.

how inferior courts have implemented it,

We consider that performance of such
examination by the CoC would mean the
annulment or the disabling of the power and
duty assigned to regional courts of appeal,
which have the jurisdiction to examine
first instance courts’ decisions in terms of
expediency and legitimacy, and to re-decide

and how such the rule of law should have
been implemented, without ruling out the
discretionary power granted to judges. In
both decisions mentioned above, the CoC
has emphasised its nature of being a court
of precedents by referring to its settled
precedents.

after through re-examination of material

We opine that in cases where the CoC

facts and evidence upon a request of appeal.

examines concerning the merits of the case, in

However, another reason for and the result of

a manner exceeding the scope of a legitimacy

the establishment of regional courts of appeal

examination, the long years of examination

and introduction of the right to appeal before
8

worded in the preamble of the law as follows,
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and assessment made by the judges of inferior
courts, who have examined the involving
parties’ petitions, collected evidence, heard
the parties, conducted the investigations,
made the necessary technical and legal
evaluation, and reached a conclusion based
on their area of specialisation, would become
vain and empty. Also, the CoC’s workload
would not be reduced as intended by the
transition into the triple justice system, but to
the contrary, it would increase, and the duties
of the CoC as a court of precedents would
be impeded once again. However, the recent
decisions directing the proper application of
the settled precedents show that the CoC has
re-emphasised and reinforced its position as
a court of precedents, and we believe that
these decisions will improve our legal system.

9
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Dilemma Over Well-Known Trademark Registry Continues in Turkey
We have previously reported on the Turkish

the Court of Cassation and given dismissal

Court of Cassation’s decision concluding that

decisions in pending court actions that are of

the Turkish Patent and Trademark Office has

the same nature.

no authority to create and maintain a registry
for well-known trademarks and discussed the
possible repercussions of this decision for
trademark owners (Well-known Trademark

exemplified the Court of Cassation’s decision,
and the reasoning was the same. The Office

Registry Is Again Open for Debate).

has no authority ordered by law to keep an

In this article, we will examine how the practice

trademarks, and there is no legal benefit in

has been shaped in the light of this decision,

initiating a cancellation action against the

offer tips for brand owners during this interim

Office due to the rejection of an application

period and predict what to expect in future.

to record trademarks as well-known since

The Turkish Court of Cassation’s decision
(No. 2019/2980 E-2020/991 K dated February
5, 2020) had been finalised without the

official registry for recording well-known

a trademark’s well-known status should be
proven in a given case where it is argued
under established precedents.

review of the General Assembly of the

However,

Court of Cassation, which could unify the

maintain its registry for recording well-known

jurisprudence in the event of resistance

trademarks and has accepted, processed,

against the decision. However, the court of

and even recorded new trademarks on the

the first instance did not resist its decision.

well-known trademark registry. The Office

The plaintiff appealed the first instance court’s

has also listed the official fee for filing the

decision, but since the same chamber of the

determination of the trademarks in its updated

Court of Cassation examined it, the appeal

2022 tariff, which is another indication that it

was dismissed. Therefore, the court’s decision

will continue its practice.

of the first instance rendered under the Court

the

Office

has

continued

to

of Cassation’s decision has become final.

The Court of Cassation’s decision is debatable

Developments Since the Decision

making a change from its former precedents

Following the decision of the Court of
Cassation, we have observed that in practice,
the first instance IP courts and regional courts
of appeals have adopted the decision of

10

The courts’ recent decisions that we reviewed

as it does not provide satisfactory reasoning in
that shaped the practice for the last two
decades. Indeed, the rules and regulations
did not change in essence during this period.
Further, well-known trademark recordation
does not prevent the courts from reviewing
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the well-known status of a trademark in each

To our best knowledge, as of this article’s

case, and indeed the practice has been

date, there is no case before the General

that way for many years. On the contrary,

Assembly of the Court of Cassation, whose

implementation has shown that a well-known

decision would be binding on the courts. Such

trademark registry has practical benefits in the

a decision, if rendered, could urge the Office

oppositions filed by trademark owners before

to review its policy and implementation and

the Office.

perhaps lobby for a new regulation clearly

Differences Between Courts and the Office

authorising the Office to record well-known
trademarks.

At present, there is a clear dilemma about the
well-known trademark registry of the Office
since the courts and the Office have different
interpretations and implementations. While
the courts follow the Court of Cassation’s
decision, the Office has not made any change
to its implementation.
Given that the Office has not changed its
practice, trademark owners may still consider
filing a well-known status determination and
recordation application if there is evidence
and consequently if the chances seem good.
However, if the application for a well-known
trademark is rejected, there is no benefit
in filing a court action against the Office’s
decision unless the current precedents of the
Court of Cassation change.
Trademark owners that have recordation of
a well-known trademark by the Office should
closely monitor the implementation of the
Office with oppositions and consider filing
additional evidence proving the well-known
status in cases upon where a well-known
trademark record relies.
11
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Is VR+ a Trademark or a Generic Name?

In Turkey, according to Article 5/1(b) and

three-dimensional

Article 5/1(c) of Industrial Property Code (“the

that people can discover and interact with”.

IP Code”) numbered 6769, respectively, “signs

We often encounter this abbreviation in our

which are devoid of any distinctive character”

daily lives.

and “signs which consist exclusively of or
includes as an essential element of signs or
indications which serve in trade to designate
the kind, type, characteristics, quality, quantity,
intended

purpose,

value,

geographical

origin, or the time of production of the
goods or rendering of the services or other
characteristics of goods or services” shall not
be registered as a trademark.
The trademark application should entirely be
evaluated to assess the distinctiveness of a
phrase and decide whether it is descriptive
or not. The consumers’ perception regarding
the goods and services within the scope
of the trademark application must also be
considered. A trademark that consists of many
non-distinctive elements can be considered
distinctive in terms of the perception it gives

technologies

The phrase “+” is one of the mathematical
signs, and it means “plus, addition, more”. The
phrase “+” is accepted as a non-distinctive
phrase on its own in many decisions of the
Court of Cassation8.
The

trademark

application

“VR+”

no.

2019/42910 is sought to be registered for
the goods and services in classes 09, 35, 38,
41 and 42. As a result of the examination on
absolute grounds made by the Office, the
trademark application “VR+” no. 2019/42910
is partially rejected as per Article 5/1(b) and
5/1(c) of the IP Code for mainly the goods and
services “Wearable technologic apparatus
(smartwatches,

bracelets,

head-mounted

apparatus), cinema films, serials and music
videos recorded in magnetic, optic and

as a whole.

electronic media. Eyeglasses, sunglasses,

In its recent decision regarding the “VR+”

parts and accessories.” inter alia, since the

trademark application, which consists of non-

trademark application is not distinctive and

distinctive phrases “VR” and “+”, Turkish

the meaning of the phrase “VR” is “Virtual

Patent and Trademark Office (“the Office”)

Reality”. The Office rejected the applicant’s

examined whether this trademark application

appeal against the partial refusal decision,

can be registered according to Article 5/1(b)

and the partial refusal decision was finalised

and 5/1(c) of the IP Code. As it is known,

at the administrative stage.

the phrase “VR” is an abbreviation of the
phrase “Virtual Reality”. This phrase can be
explained as “an environment created with
12

computer

optical lenses and their cases, covers,

On the other hand, the trademark application
“VR+” no. 2019/42910 was published on
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the Official Trademark Bulletin no. 336 on

There is a trend in certain business sectors

November 12, 2019, for the remaining goods

to adopt and try to register generic names

and services in classes 09, 35, 38, 41 and

that are newly created to create a monopoly

42. A third party filed an opposition for the

in the market, and it is good to observe that

total refusal of the trademark application as

the Office rejects such applications ex officio,

per Articles 5/1(b) and 5/1(c) of the IP Code.

at least partially. However, there may be

In the opposition petition, the third party

cases where such applications may pass the

claimed that the phrase “VR” means “Virtual

examination of the absolute grounds totally or

Reality” and therefore, it is a descriptive and

partially. Therefore, brand owners interested

non-distinctive phrase for all the goods and

in using such generic names without any risks

services within the scope of the trademark

are advised to watch the trademark bulletins

application, and the “+” sign does not add

for such names and oppose as they deem

distinctiveness to the trademark application.

appropriate.

The Office decided the total refusal of the
trademark application as per Article 5/1(b)
and 5/1(c) of the IP Code with its decision
dated 20.10.2021. In its decision, the Office
emphasised that the phrase “Virtual Reality”,
which can be defined as “the merging of the
reality and imagination with fictions created
using technology”, is widely used with different
technological equipment in many sectors such
as education, health, entertainment, military
and industrial fields, and that the “+” sign in
the trademark application has a perception
that strengthens the meaning of the phrase
“VR” and does not add any distinctiveness to
the application.

11th Chamber of Court of Cassation’s decision dated 17.4.2019 with no. E. 2018/689, K. 2019/3082, 11th Chamber of Court of
Cassation’s decision dated T. 14.1.2019 with no. E. 2017/2988, K. 2019/292.
8
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Turkish Patent and Trademark Office Updates Trademark Examination Guidelines

On September 30 2019, the Turkish Patent

In particular, the similarity of goods and

and Trademark Office issued guidelines

services is discussed in detail, providing

regarding the examination standards for

examples of similar/related goods and services

trademark applications in terms of absolute

under separate subheadings. For instance,

grounds, which were the first under Turkish

the

similarities

between

complementary

law. Recently, a new chapter concerning the

goods/services,

substitute

goods/services

substantive examination standards for the

and competing goods/services are covered,

assessment of confusing similarity has also

considering

their

distribution

been published.

consumers,

trade

sources,

•

the concept of ‘likelihood of confusion;

•

the similarity of goods and services
taking into account the role of the Nice
Classification;
the relevant consumers and their level of
attention;

•

the distinctiveness of the prior trademark;

•

the comparison of the signs from an
aural, visual and conceptual point of
view;

•

all the factors to be used for the
determination

of

the

likelihood

of

confusion and
•

frequently

faced

situations

when

Regarding

the

similarity

of

trademarks

and the likelihood of confusion, the new
chapter discusses the impact of the level of
distinctiveness and dominant element of the
marks on confusing similarity. It covers the
similarity of word marks, device marks and
word-and-device marks from an aural, visual
and conceptual point of view. For example,
the new chapter examines the assessment
of similarity for trademarks with similar
beginnings/endings, short/long trademarks,
one

letter

trademarks,

and

trademarks

consisting of words with identical/similar
meanings, among others.

assessing the likelihood of confusion

It is hoped that this detailed chapter and

between certain mark types

being a valuable resource for practitioners

The guidelines now consist of 681 pages and
include several examples of decisions from
the Turkish Patent and Trademark Office,
Re-examination and Evaluation Board and
courts, and decisions from the European
Union Intellectual Property Office and Court
of Justice the European Union.
14

and

purpose.

The new chapter covers the topics below:

•

channels,

nature

will improve the consistency and quality of
the Patent and Trademark Office’s decisions.
It will be important to update the guidelines
periodically by reflecting on possible changes
in law and precedents.
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Leveraging Civil and Criminal Routes in Trademark Infringement Cases

Five years have passed since the adoption

This change of mentality on the criminal

of Turkey’s new Intellectual Property Code

approach to trademark infringement matters

(“IP Code”), which annulled the Trademark

created a new and much broader playfield for

Decree-Law no. 556 (“D-L”) back in January

brand owners. While civil actions indeed have

2017. This piece of legislation introduced

considerable benefits, such as a preliminary

several changes to the trademark law. Some

injunction option that remains valid and can

changes were expected for a long time,

be applied throughout the court proceedings,

whereas some were surprising even to IP

unlike a search and seizure order from a

practitioners who were directly involved in

criminal court that can be applied only

preparing the draft of the IP Code. It would

once, the criminal actions are mostly faster

be fair to say that the Office and the courts

and cost-effective. Provided that the brand

almost settled the IP Code’s implementation,

owner has sufficient evidence at hand9, the

but one rather positive amendment can still

prosecutors and criminal courts review the

puzzle criminal courts and prosecutors.

complaints and decide for search and seizure

The criminal provision of our IP Code reads as
follows; Article 30: “A person who produces
or provides services, puts on the market or
sells, imports or exports, buys for commercial

orders in a workday mostly, which means that
the infringing goods could be seized - or
infringing use could be ceased - within a day
or two.

purposes, possesses, transports or stores

Taking criminal action against trademark

while infringing a trademark right through

infringements made it possible for brand

quotation or likelihood of confusion, shall be

owners to broaden their brand protection

sentenced from one year to three years of

options, especially in urgent matters requiring

imprisonment and punished with judicial fine

immediate attention and seizure decision from

up to twenty thousand days.”

a court. In matters where the infringement can

This provision now clearly allows brand
owners to proceed against the infringements
created through confusingly similar uses via

be changed, or the infringing goods can be
moved quickly, it becomes vital to take fast
action.

criminal route. It was not the case in our D-L

In a recent case, we leveraged this change in

era when we could take criminal action only

law and managed to seize the below shown

against exact copies (the identical use of a

“ROWDY BULL” energy drinks at a Customs

brand on the same goods/services), whereas

Directorate in Southern Turkey whilst being

infringement of a brand through confusion

exported. It is not a “counterfeit” Red Bull

would fall under the jurisdiction of civil courts.
15
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energy drink per se, yet it is highly infringing

The criminal route does not only serve as

given Red Bull GmbH’s registered trademarks

means to secure the infringing goods on an

and well-known product get-up.

urgent basis but also as serious leverage as
the infringer faces an imprisonment verdict
as a result of the criminal trial. However, the
criminal route may not be applicable in every
infringement case, as the approach of criminal
authorities to IP crimes varies immensely in
Turkey, especially depending on the level of
infringement. On the other hand, the civil
court proceedings - especially the preliminary
injunction decisions - remain highly effective
and valid measures in any infringement case.

After

managing

to

convince

the

local

It is now safe to say that the IP Code of Turkey

prosecutor and criminal court in Hatay

allows brand owners to secure their rights

province on the seizure of the goods at the

and protect their trademarks in the broadest

Customs Directorate, we filed a civil court

manner possible, and each infringement

action in Izmir city - targeting all parties, i.e.

matter shall be evaluated per case by experts

not only the exporter of these goods but also

to tailor the best and most effective approach.

the manufacturer in Izmir) Furthermore, we
obtained a preliminary injunction decision
against Rowdy Bull products in general, i.e.
against the ones seized at the customs but
also against any product that we can find
throughout the legal proceedings. We took
all possible measures against the infringing
product and protected the brand owner’s
rights to the fastest and broadest extent
possible.

9
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for details, please see our article on the “Importance of Evidence Gathering for Criminal Cases” at gun.av.tr
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Alternative Remedy for Anticounterfeiting: Complaint
Before Advertisement Board
The Advertisement Board, recently , imposed

In its decision numbered 2021/833 rendered

sanctions against the advertising of counterfeit

at

products that were sold and advertised as

numbered 307 of the Advertisement Board,

genuine products on various websites and

it has been determined that the complainant

social media accounts.

company’s trademark registered before the

The

Advertisement

Board

received

complaints from the consumers claiming that
the products offered for sale on the websites
and Instagram pages are advertised and
promoted as genuine products; despite the
products received by the consumers do not
comply with the quality standards expected
from these products. The Advertisement
Board

has

investigated

the

compliants

and evaluated that the claims about the
authenticity of these product do not reflect

the

meeting

dated

09.03.2021

and

Turkish Patent Trademark Office has been
used without permission in the promotions
and advertising made on the website of the
complained party. The Advertisement Board
evaluated that the complained party, unfairly
benefited from the trademark rights and the
commercial reputation of the complainant.
Therefore, the said advertising was found
misleading, deceptive, and exploiting the
lack of information to affect consumers’
purchasing decisions.

the truth and that the advertisements and

In our opinion, it is an important development

promotions which affect the purchasing

that the Advertisement Board, which is

decision of the consumers are deceptive,

established under the Ministry of Trade’s

misleading

General Directorate of Consumer Protection

and

exploiting

the

lack

of

information of the consumers. Consequently,

and

Market

Surveillance,

the Advertisement Board has concluded

out

that the advertisements subject to compliant

advertisements and promotions of counterfeit

violated the Law No. 6502 on Protection of the

products

Consumer (“Consumer Protection Law”) and

sanctions

the Regulation on Commercial Advertisement

Protection Law and Advertising Regulation.

and Unfair Commercial Practices (“Advertising

The decisions above are also exemplary to

Regulation). Accordingly it has been decided

affirm that the trademark right holders can

to issue a cease order against the said

alternatively resort to administrative remedies

advertisements and impose monetary fines

against trademark infringement.

administrative
and

also

carries

investigations

against

implements

stipulated

in

administrative
the

Consumer

against the people running those web sites
and social media accounts.
The decision numbered 2019/9106 rendered at the meeting dated 04.05.2021 numbered 309 as well as the decision numbered
2019/2610 rendered at the meeting dated 11.08.2020 numbered 300
10
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IP Rights Also Protect Public Health and Safety

This matter started as an ordinary anti-

a fresh criminal complaint. We concurrently

counterfeiting case after receiving a picture

informed the Ministry of Health (“MoH”) and

of a fire-resistant glass from a global

the management of relevant hospitals and

manufacturer of such products. The logo

administrative bodies about the threat to

trademark was simply printed on the glass,

public health and safety.

and due to several inconsistencies, it was
explicitly a fake product. Nevertheless, when
it turned out that the fake product was not
fire-resistant at all, public health and safety
became the major concern besides trademark

all hospitals throughout Turkey, and it turned
out that there were several other hospitals in
which fake products were being used. This

infringement.

piece of information led to an official fire-

After an investigation into the suspected

tests conducted by Turkish Standards Institute

company, the news even got worse because

Laboratories made it clear that the products

the target was installing the fake products to

were ordinary glasses and just resisted 3

fire escapes of a public hospital. Following

minutes to fire though it was supposed to

in-depth investigations, it was determined

be resistant for 120 minutes, to give enough

that fake glasses had been installed in many

time to rescue patients in critical conditions.

hospitals, and some pieces of fake products

The MoH has taken some official steps, and all

were kept at the counterfeiter company’s

relevant hospitals took action to have the fake

premises.

products changed with fire-resistant ones.

We filed a criminal complaint and requested

The prosecutor indicted the infringer based

a search warrant from the court to seize the

on trademark infringement at the end of the

products kept at the company’s premises.

preparatory investigation. As we managed

The Court rejected our request due to lack of

to bring all concrete pieces of evidence, the

evidence, and the prosecutor issued a non-

accused also confessed that he was guilty and

prosecution decision. We then conducted a

added that he was ready to replace all fake

civil discovery of evidence with the local Civil

products with fire-resistant products. The

IP Court and managed to determine and

Criminal IP Court found the infringer guilty

seize fake products through a civil preliminary

and, considering the public health and safety

injunction decision.

risks he created, sentenced the infringer to

After submitting a favourable expert report to
the civil discovery of the evidence file, we filed

18

The MoH initiated an investigation covering

resistance test conducted upon request. The

imprisonment without suspending the verdict,
unlike most anti-counterfeiting cases tried in
the country.
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The accused filed an appeal before the
Regional Court of Appeals. However, the
Court of Appeals upheld the local IP Court’s
decision and decided to inform the Public
Prosecutors’ Office to instigate a separate
investigation based on aggravated fraud
bearing in mind that the fake products were
sold to the State through public tenders.
In this matter, we not only protected the
client’s IP rights but also helped to end a
serious public health and safety threat and
enabled the State to collect losses from
and punish an infringer who also committed
aggravated fraud against the state.
Above is an important example of how
additional grounds – such as public health and
safety-related provisions – can be leveraged
in matters that appear to be straightforward
IP infringement/counterfeiting issues. It also
shows that brand owners should consider all
whilst taking action against counterfeiters and
seek tailored action plans for ultimate success
in their brand protection efforts.
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The Role of Informed User and Freedom of Choice in the Assessment of Individual
Character of a Design
Design law enables the protection of the

of the trial, Proslide’s waterslide design was

appearance of a product. According to the

found new and distinctive, and the action was

Industrial Property Code (IP Code), a design

dismissed.

must be new and have the individual character
to obtain design protection. The overall
impression produced by it on the informed
user and the designer’s degree of freedom
in developing the design must be observed
to consider whether the design has individual
character. While there is a reference to both
the degree of freedom of choice and informed
users in Article 56 of the Industrial Property
Code (IP Code), it is not clear how these

The IP Court has determined the informed

concepts will be defined and implemented in

user in the waterslide sector as the managers

the design disputes in practice.

or technicians, playing a role in the selection

In the decision of the Ankara 1st Civil Court for
Intellectual and Industrial Rights (“IP Court”)
with merit and decision no. 2019/72 and
2020/282 issued in 2021, informed user and
freedom of choice and their role in assessing
individual character have been evaluated in
detail.
The court defied the informed user as the user
having information by using and experiencing
the design, stated that the informed users are
customers or end-users, but not experts, and
emphasised the importance of determining
who the informed user is specific to the
subject matter of the case.
The relevant action was filed against one of
the leader water ride designers in the world,
Proslide Technology Inc (Proslide). As a result

20

or operation of the waterslide, rather than
passive users, who are not concerned
with technical features of the slide. The IP
Court also stated that informed users in the
waterslide sector might consist of persons
who have decided to procure these slides or
personnel appointed for maintenance. The
IP Court also underlined that the informed
users have a different level of awareness than
passive users that are riders in the waterslide
sector, and they would consider details and
act more carefully for issues that will require
great investments. In this way, the individual
character evaluation on the waterslide designs
has been made in view of the informed users
in the waterslide sector.

Gün + Partners

Similarly, the IP Court evaluated the degree
of freedom of choice in detail and defined
the freedom of choice as the elbow room
providing the designer to be able to include
an individual character in her design and
emphasised that the determination of the
degree of freedom of choice is objective and
cannot vary from person to person.
For the relevant dispute, the IP Court has
found out that waterslide design has very
limited freedom of choice given the existence
of several requirements such as to design
all waterslides in the size that riders from
different age groups can fit into, to have
a surface qualification decreasing friction,
to be connected by joints to provide a
certain distance or rotation, among others.
Accordingly, the IP Court, disregarding the
mutual parts and features in the waterslide
designs subject to the case, has focused
on the parts/contributions of the designer
outside of these uniform features and
qualification, evaluated the subject designs
in terms of the informed users’ view and
concluded that Proslide’s design subject to
the case has individual character.
Adopting such an approach by the court to
the determination of the informed users and
the degree of freedom of choice will facilitate
designers’ work in creating and registering
new designs where the freedom of choice is
limited.
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FIRM OVERVIEW

We are one of the oldest and largest business law firms in
Turkey and are ranked among the top tier legal service
providers. We are widely regarded as one of the world’s
leading IP law firms.
Based in Istanbul, we also have working and correspondent
office in Ankara, Izmir and all other major commercial centers
in Turkey.
We advise a large portfolio of clients across diverse fields
including life sciences, energy, construction & real estate,
logistics, technology media and telecom, automotive, FMCG,
chemicals and the defence industries
We provide legal services mainly inn Turkish and English and
also work in German and French.
We invect to accumulate industry specific knowledge, closely
monitor business sector developments and share our insight
with our clients and the community We actively participate in
various professional and business organisations.

The information and opinions provided in this content do not and are not intended to constitute legal consultancy or legal advice. This content
does not constitute legal or advisory service proposal. All works and other intellectual products subject to intellectual property rights contained
in this content belong to Gün + Partners and they are protected under Law No. 5846 Intellectual and Artistic Works as well as Industrial Property
Code No. 6769. Unauthorized use of the content, without proper credit, would be subject to legal and/criminal sanctions as per Law No. 5846
Intellectual and Artistic Works and Industrial Property Code No. 6769.
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